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Maintraditions is Offering a Holiday Special on USA Products, TableRunners
and Natural Essentials

This holiday season Maintraditions.com is offering up to 20% off on some of their hottest
products, such as USA Products and Natural Essentials.

Southold, NY (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Maintraditions features versatile items; all USA products, such
as table runners, natural essentials, gifts, jewelry and more. This holiday season Maintraditions is offering
unbeatable deals on all products. Use the coupon code XMAS11 for a 10% discount from the already
discounted prices.

Products from Maintraditions are suitable for use throughout the home and as gifts for any occasion.
Maintraditions strives to create timeless traditions in decor and gift giving through unique items and limited
edition items that never go out of style.

Maintraditions creates traditions with their timeless design, they provide versatile products and services.
Maintraditions carries only products Made in the USA. Their production facility is based in the USA and all
raw materials are purchased from US Companies.

New this holiday season, Maintraditions has revealed an exclusive line of natural products that provide an eco-
friendly alternative to personal beauty and well-being. Maintraditions has dedicated years of testing and
development to their products. Maintraditions' all-natural products have been developed to provide a natural,
alternative solution to products that may be harmful to the environment.

Maintraditions natural products are never tested on animals, feature all natural ingredients and are mixed and
blended in the USA. Maintraditions' exclusive new line of Natural Essentialsbeauty products consist of a
proprietary blend of elements from nature, many including organic ingredients and cold-pressed essential oils.

Featured this holiday season on Maintraditions.com are some of the best goods around. Take a look at the
extensive selection of table runners they provide, or their handmade gifts

Maintraditions provides affordable luxuries for beauty and everyday living. It's easy and convenient to shop in
their on-line store. Whether looking to buy a gift or to get a little present for one self, purchases from
Maintraditions are sure to add a touch of luxury and exclusivity.
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Contact Information
Rain Carlson
Main Traditions
http://www.maintraditions.com/
1(800)208-6246

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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